
Planet fight  

We all know that the planets revolve around the Sun in our solar system. It’s 

the gravitational pull of the sun which controls all the planets to revolve 

around systematically. Can you imagine a situation in which this 

harmony is lost? What if the planets and the Sun have emotions ? Let us 

see an imaginary story named PLANET FIGHT.  

  

SUN is the leader of all the planets. It has to take care of the planets all the 

time. Because of this responsibility, it becomes irritated and sometimes 

exhausted. On the other hand, planets keep talking and playing all the 

time. They always ask questions and trouble the sun by doing pranks. So 

the Sun always has to be strict with them.  

One day, the Sun wanted to take rest and asked all the planets to keep quiet 

and do their work. 

Mercury said ,”Sun, do you want to have some lemonade? You look so 

dull ”.  

Sun replied, “I am fine, I just want a break. Hope these planets 

understand this and behave nicely ”.  

Everything was so calm. The Sun was resting peacefully. Suddenly a loud 

noise!  

 Venus shouted,” all of you wear your oxygen masks, the volcano is going 

to erupt”. (as we all know planet Venus has frequent volcanic eruptions)  

 The earth said ,”ha ha ,I am thirty eight million miles away from you 

Venus. How is your volcano going to come and hit me? 

 Mars said,” Earth stop it, Venus won't hurt you anyway. But better be 

cautious brother”. All  the planets started talking from everywhere, blah 

blah blah.  
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 The mighty Sun got so angry. Sun shouted,”  STOP IT. silence please. Can’t 

you all revolve around me without talking? Such irresponsible and careless 

bunch of planets I have.” The sun yelled. All the planets became silent again. 

The Earth Whispered,” I don’t want to stay here”. The earth wanted to be 

free, away from the bossy Sun.  

Pluto was also very angry because he has been asked to revolve around 

continuously. He too wanted to leave the solar system. He got an idea 

and wanted to talk to the Earth.  

 Pluto greeted ,”Hi Earth, I know how you are feeling now. Please Listen to 

my story as well . I have been just a Dwarf planet and I’m revolving around 

the sun daily. Scientists don’t study about me. Nobody cares for me but still I 

have to follow the sun.  

Pluto continued, “So I have planned to move away from this solar system 

and I know you also want the same. So why don’t you join me and let’s go 

far away from this bossy sun”.  

The gloomy Earth asked,” why are you telling only to me?. why don't you 

go and tell to other planets too?.  

Pluto replied ,”I know you are the smartest of all. If you join me, other 

planets will join us immediately”. 

 Earth said  , “that looks like an excellent idea but what about the 

gravitational pull of the sun?. We cannot go away until the sun holds us. 

 Pluto replied ,” don’t worry about it. we will talk to the mercury. He is 

very close to the sun and so he will convince the sun to leave the 

Gravitational force”. 

All the planets gathered near the sun and the mercury requested the sun 

to leave the gravity . The Sun half heartedly does it, as it doesn’t want to 

hold them forcefully. Now all the planets are on their own.  

As soon as the gravity was lost, The planet started moving away from the 

sun in all directions, there was no control. 

Within few minutes ,all the planets loose their heat, light and speed. 
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Earth started to move very fastly. Life on the earth started to end. He 

couldn’t understand what was happening.  

Immediately Earth realized his mistake and wanted to go back to the 

Sun. 

On the way he met a meteor(a shooting star).  

Meteor says,”hi Earth, what happened to you ? Why are you here? You 

look so pale. 

Earth replied in a hurry  ,”I was my mistake to move out of our solar 

system.. I am going to die. I am not sure what to do..i have no control on 

myself. I understand the power of the sun now.” Earth cries!  

Meteor says “oh that’s bad. Anyway, I have to shoot..i am leaving. Take 

care of your self. “ 

All the planets had the worst thing to face now. Its a BLACK HOLE. A 

black hole has  strong gravitational pull. It can suck everything inside and 

nothing can come out of it. 

Frightened planets were moving towards the black hole. It could be their 

end. But Suddenly a flash of light came from nowhere and all the planets 

including Pluto were pulled by some mysterious force.  

Now all the planets were safe. They started revolving the sun 

systematically. All of them were so happy to see that they were back to 

the solar system again.  

Earth felt so relieved as life started to flourish. 

 The planets realized their mistake. Especially the Pluto. He admitted 

that all the chaos and the sufferings of the planets are because of him. 

All the planets apologized to the sun and thanked him heartfully.  

Even the sun assured the planets that it won’t be bossy again. 

 Earth wondered “ how did you know that we were in trouble and how did 

you pull us all from that black hole? “. 
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Sun replied. “Say thanks to our meteor friend. He informed me about your 

condition and immediately asked me to use my gravitation pull to save 

you from the black hole .” 

All planets felt a sigh of relief and they all stayed happily ever after. 

Moral of the story is “ WE ARE STRONGER TOGETHER. “ 
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